
One Pig 
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    Color the pig. 

 

Trace the number and the word then write the number and the word on the line. 

1////////////////
one/////////////
Color one pear.   

                                       

1 
one



Two Magnets 
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    Color the magnets. 

          

Trace the number and the word then write the number and the word on the line. 

2///////////////
two/////////////
Color two nails. 

 
 

                                                   

2 
two



Three Bears 
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    Color the bears. 

         

Trace the number and the word then write the number and the word on the line. 

3///////////////
three////////// 
Color three butterflies. 

                                                                        
 
 

                                                                      

3 
three

 



Four Dogs 
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    Color the dogs. 

      
 

     
 
 

Trace the number and the word then write the number and the word on the line. 

4///////////////
four////////////
Color four bones. 

               
 
 
 

                                                                                

4 
four



Five Birds 
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    Color the birds. 

             

                    
 

                                  

Trace the number and the word then write the number and the word on the line. 

5///////////////
five////////////
Color five worms. 

 

 
 

5 
five



Six Frogs 
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    Color the frogs. 

            
    

                                   
 

Trace the number and the word then write the number and the word on the line. 

6///////////////
six///////////// 
Color six flies. 

         
 

       
                                                                   

6 
six



Seven Lions 
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    Color the lions. 

   

       
    

          

Trace the number and the word then write the number and the word on the line. 

7///////////////
seven//////////
Color seven crowns. 

 

 
 
 
 

7 
seven



Eight Paint Cans 
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    Color the paint cans. 

   

 
 

                  

Trace the number and the word then write the number and the word on the line. 

8///////////////
eight////////// 
Color eight paint brushes. 

 
 

 
 

8 
eight



Nine Honey Pots 
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    Color the honey pots. 

   

 
 

Trace the number and the word then write the number and the word on the line. 

9///////////////
nine/////////// 
Color nine bees. 

 

                                  
                 
 

9 
nine



Ten Box Turtles 
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    Color the box turtles. 

   

         
 
 
 

 

Trace the number and the word then write the number and the word on the line. 

10//////////////
ten/////////////
Color ten strawberries. 

                                  

                 

 

10
ten


